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glreirentogia crantiana.
THE LOST DENS OF L ITTLE CHART

BY GORDON WARD, M.D., F.S.A.

IT was the custom in the Anglo-Saxon era to attach to upland manors,
on the chalk or sand hills, large areas of land in the distant Weald.
These areas were usually known as dens. W e  do not know when this
custom originated but i t  is certainly the fact that the names of some
of these dens are of an exceedingly archaic type. These names, apt to
be misunderstood by succeeding generations, were often rais-copied
in a way which sometimes concealed the original name. Hlifgesella,
for example, became Lewcell. I n  other cases the den changed its
name in the course of centuries, taking in turn the names of one or
more successive owners. I n  still other cases old dens were absorbed
in greater estates and their identity was first merged, and finally lost.
I t  is therefore not surprising that the dens named in ancient charters
present great difficulties to those who would identify their positions
on the modern map. Th is  is certainly true of the dens of Little Chart
as recorded in the charter of the year 843 (B.C.S. 442). O f  the ten
names originally inscribed on the charter, two were erased with very
little delay. The i r  names can just be made out and are italicized in
the list which follows, but we are not concerned with them because
they seem to have been entered in error. O f  the remaining eight only
one has hitherto been identified with any certainty. Th is  essay is
therefore devoted to the searching out of these seven lost names and
their restoration to their proper place on the map. I t  is the fashion
to dignify such enquiries with the name of Research, but they are in
fact archieological games of a very attractive sort and I  venture to
hope that this essay may show those who pause to read i t  that the
information required is usually to be obtained from the fairly copious
material of manor rolls, tithe maps, sale particulars, old deeds, maps,
and the like. T h e  names of the dens of Little Chart are certainly
curious enough and are recorded as follows in the year 843—Aetingden,
Lidingden, Meredenn, Uddanhom, Cadacahrygc, Heoratleag, Hwitan
. . . . de, Hildgaringdenn, Tilgeseltha and Thifgesella. I n  endeavouring
to identify them it will be necessary to make fairly frequent reference
to three particular sources, which will be cited as follows. F. (Furley's
History of  the Weald of  Kent), K.PN. (Wallenberg's Kentish Place
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Names), and M.R. (Rolls of the Manor of Little Chart from the year
1620 now in the writer's hands).

AETINGDEN.
K.PN. says: "According to Furley there is in Pluckley a dene

called Iddenden belonging to Little Chart Manor. I t  is tempting to
suggest that Aetingden and Iddenden are identical ". K . P N .  also
quotes Karlstrom as saying that the name means the den of Atta,
Aetti, or some like name, but is evidently not really happy about the
meaning. There is no doubt, however, that Aetimgden might easily
become Iddenden in common parlance, especially as the term " Iden "
is a very common component of place names in the Weald. O n  the
6 inch map there are Iden Farm, Green, etc., in Egerton, Goudhurst,
Benenden and Staplehtust. I  can add Iden Lands in Biddenden, as
well as this Iddenden with which we are now concerned. T h e  M.R.
tell us quite a  lot about i t .  Thus, in  1698, we have a  steward's
memorandum: " Ye  free school of Rumney was not entered lying in
Iddenden at ye rent of 2d." There is a clue to this ground in " School
Wood" on the 6 inch map in Smarden, and Sale Particulars of the
adjacents Oaklands (then called Perrin's Farm) show a  field there
belonging to Romney School. I t  is just opposite the wood. Evidently
Iddenden was not in Pluckley alone, for here is a part of it in Smarden.
There was also woodland in Smarden which is mentioned in 1822 as
lying south of the highway and north of Burnt Wood. I  suspect that
all this woodland is now included in Dering Wood, adjacent to Perrin's
Farm and extended over the eastern end of Smarden, adjoining Pluckley.
Possibly i t  once went further for there were two woodland tenancies
in Iddenden which lay actually in Pluckley, 23 acres in all. I t  seems
therefore that Iddenden lay in Smarden and Pluckley, and it will appear
later that it was adjacent to other known dens of Little Chart, of which
we will next take that which lay to the west of it, namely, Meredenn.

NIEREDENN.
F. says that there was a den in Smarden of this name which belonged

to Little Chart, but the name does not occur in the M.R. from 1620
onwards, although it may well have occurred in earlier rolls seen by F.
There is, however, ample evidence of a large den, over 400 acres, of this
name, in  Smarden, belonging to the manor o f  Chilham and I  am
indebted to Mr. R. F. Jessup for a copy of so much of a 1680 rental of
Chilham as deals with the dens. Th i s  gives 17 tenants of Marden in
Smarden. One of these has the river to the south and the way to
Hedcrone (Headcorn) on the north. Th is  was of 60 acres and may well
have included Morley's and Munk's Farms. Several holdings were
adjacent to "  Udmund. Green ", now Smarden Bell, and there was a
holding of 100 acres in Burnt Wood which we already know to have
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been south of Iddenden. S t i l l  another holding is at the "  Stinckinge
Pittes". I  should not be able to identify this place were i t  not for
the assistance of the late Halford Mills of Smarden, an enthusiastic
local historian, who left many manuscript notes including one to the
effect that the unpleasant pits had acquired the compensatory name of
"Rosemary Lane", which appears on the 6  inch map. Another
tenancy, called High Cross Fields, was certainly adjacent to  the
existing High Cross Wood through which a railway now runs. I  think
there can be no doubt that the Chilham den of Marden lay all along
the west and north-west side of  Smarden and that i t  joined other
Chilham dens, of Hay south of the river and Kingsden to the north.

But this den, thus defined, did not belong to Little Chart. Possibly
it was sold to Chilham between 843 and 1680. I t  may even be that
the two names erased in the charter ought to tell us of transactions
by which dens might be alienated from their parent manors and that
Marden was parted with in the ninth century. However that may have
been, I  think that Little Chart did probably retain part of the den of
Marden and that Furley was right in saying that i t  did. Th i s  part
was probably the den which appears in the M.R. under the name of
Little Biddenden. Th is  Little Biddenden is represented on the 6 inch
map by its own proper name, and by the names Biddenden Green and
Bull Land Cottage, and it is necessary now to show that it really did
adjoin the part of Marden den in the hands of Chilham. T h a t  this
was so appears from the fact that, in the 1680 rental of Chilham, Marden
is found to  have a  tenancy which abuts to  the lands o f  Widow
Newenden, while the Little Chart M.R. show that John Newenden
had recently died. Moreover, the Chilham rental records John Austen
as another owner whose lands abutted to those of Marden, and the
M.R. tell us that it was John Austen who purchased some of the Widow
Newenden's land, which was doubtless the Newenden Farm which is
on the 6 inch map, and which we must also place in the Little Chart
part of the den of Marden.

There is no definite evidence, other than is quoted above, for
identifying the Little Biddenden of the M.R. with any place named in
the 843 charter but the balance of probability seems to be with the
theory set out.

UDDANHOM.
This is the next den in order and occurs regularly in the M.R. as

Odenham in. Smarden. B u t  there is nothing in the M.R. to show
whereabouts in Smarden it is to be found, indeed, there is little about
the place except its name. There comes to our help a small deed of
1673 in the writer's hands. Th i s  reports the conveyance of one acre
"near a certain place there called HighCross between a place called Hag
Hill and Uddenham Green". The  owner is a certain Thomas Drayner
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and i t  happens that we meet with him again in the Chilham rental
where he holds the same piece of land which is now described as " a t
ye end of Udumnd Green". I n  this way we learn that Uddenham and
Udumnd Greens are the same place. Turning to the Halford. Mills
MSS. we are told that the Greene (whose name he does not know) was
"near 30 acres" in area and stretched "from the river over Hague
Hill in length". H e  also states that the Bell and the Roundabout,
both on the 6 inch map, were on the Green. I t  is now abundantly
evident that Uddenham Green centred on what is now called Smarden
Bell but we have yet to discover Uddenham itself. T h e  Green was
evidently on both sides of the long stretch of road passing through the
Bell and all north and west of this road seems to have been in the
Den of Marden belonging to Chilham. South of the Green we come
very quickly to the Den of Smarden also belonging to Chilham and
including Ash Farm, as I  am informed by Mr. W. H. Knocker. Th i s
leaves only two existing claimants for the chief house of the Uddenham
den. T h e  first is Hadman's Place but this seems to be on the Chilham
side of the road and can only have been at the extreme end of the
Green. O n  the other hand, we can recognize some resemblance between
Hadmans and Udumnd, which would be more impressive if there were
not an Adman Field on Ash Farm and a Hamden farm in quite a,
different part o f  the parish. O n  the whole i t  seems likely, as
Wallenberg (Place Names of Kent) suggests, that ETadman's enshrines
the personal name Had.man and has nothing to do with Uddenham.
This leaves only Smarden Bell—now a hamlet with a public house,
smithy, etc.—as a probable site of Uddenhom. Th i s  is in the middle
of the south edge of the Green and it is clear that it does not now bear
its original name which has been superseded by that of the Bell Inn. •
I t  is therefore a good claimant and is almost certainly the old Uddenham
much disguised.

HILDGARINGDENN.
This is the remaining den of Little Chart which is in the Smarden

area. F .  says i t  is in Pluckley and K.PN. hints at Garden Wood in
Surrenden Park as a survival of the name. T h e  M.R. do not bear this
out. According to these the den includes:

(a) Withernden Meadow° and Le Oat.
(b) Lands of Michael Eason in Bethersden and Pluckley.
(0) Sixteen acres in Bethersden and Smarden.
(d) Bakers Garden and 56 acres in Little Chart including pieces

named Great and Litt le Rothe, Great and Lit t le Hickes,
Hioksgrove, Little Marling, Donghills, Great Bakers, Stanfords,
Barefield, Moltehole, Middle Wood; Easy Hill and a field whose
name puzzled the manor clerk who seems to have written
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" Sawtnsreede alias Swansrde," whatever that may mean—
possibly Swansreede.

(e) Lands to the east of a common called the Heath.
( f ) Cocks alias Mannards, 80 acres, in Bethersden.

Hildgaringdenn thus covered at least four parishes of which three,
Smarden, Pluckley and Bethersden meet near Pluckley Station. T o
the south of this is Stanford Bridge Farm which is probably near to or
identical with the Stanfords in Hilgaringdenn. I  suspect that the
common referred to may have been about Maltman's Hill in Smarden
but certainty could only be obtained by a search of the Tithe Maps of
the various parishes concerned, or by lucky finds o f  relevant Sale
Particulars. I  have a suspicion that the Bakers Garden lands were
not really in Little Chart as we know it to-day, but more local informa-
tion is much to be desired. O n  the whole I  think i t  is likely that
Hilgaringdenn adjoined Iddenden on the north, in the Dering Wood
area, and extended south along the Smarden-Pluckley border well into
Bethersden. Hasted says that Wissenden in Bethersden was always
inhabited by a family called Witherden, one of whom lived there in
his time. T h e  Withernden Meadow in Hildgaringdenn may have been
on the Wissenden estate.

CAHA.OA HRYGO.
K.PN. discusses this name and says that it is undoubtedly identical

with " Calkeregge", a name which he seems to have from F. who later
assumes that i t  is identical with "  Harkridge " in Cranbrook. There
is evidently some confusion here. T h e  place is certainly in Cranbrook,
but in the M.R. it is known as Karckredge, and a fortunate description
of one holding leaves no doubt as to its situation. Th is  holding has
the following bounds:

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

On the south, the river and land of John Holden.
On the north, land of Sir Henry Baker—owner of Sissinghurst
Castle—other land of Thomas Ellis, and the road from Milk-
house to Biddenden.
On the west the lane from Milkhouse to Golfoorde, now called
Chapel Lane.
On the east land o f  John Holden—who probably farmed
Branden.

These boundaries are clear on the map although it might appear that
padaca Hrygc extended south .of the river, which we do not know to
have been the case. Other holdings in the M.R. are Tunstall Wood,
Hookwood, Holehills i n  Sissinghurst Park, Langhornes and other
houses in Milkhouse Street. I  cannot identify these, but it is reason-
ably clear that Cadaca Ilryge was later Milkhouse and is now part
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of a hamlet (or, since it has a church, a village) wrongly called Sissing-
hurst, a name which it has borrowed from the castle a mile or so away.

HLIFGESELLA.
F. reports a den of Little Chart named Lewcell as being in Biddenden,

and K.PN. not only allows that the name may well be a late form of
Hlifgesella but tentatively identifies i t  with Newcastle Farm, a view
that Wallenberg subsequently withdrew (Place Names of Kent). W e
have therefore to turn to the M.R. to see what is to be found under
the heading Lewcell. I t  is to be remembered that 1620 is a very recent
date in the life of a manor and that many tenancies must be expected
to have fallen out in the course of preceding years. Certainly, what
we have left gives little more than hints. One holding bounds towards
the south to a wood called The Brookes which is of recent years shown
on the 6 inch map as The Brogues. Th is  tells the corner of Biddenden
in which Lewcell existed. T h e  only other hint is little more than a
suspicion. There is a holding which has on the south a wood of the
Dean and Chapter of Canterbury, and another has on the south east
a wood called Bigg Wood. I  suggest that the wood called Priory Wood
and sold in 1917 as "Priory alias Beak Wood" is just the Bigg Wood
gone wrong and included in that of the Dean and Chapter who certainly
took over much land from the Priory a t  the Dissolution o f  t he
monasteries. Th i s  wood is shown on the map and gives an east
boundary to all we know of the site of Lewcell alias Illifgesella.

HEORATLEAG.
This is generally accepted as Hartley in Cranbrook. M .R .  shows

that i t  was in  Cranbrook and the identification may therefore be
accepted without hesitation.

TILGESELTHA.
This name does not occur in M.R. and K.PN. mentions High Tilt

in Cranbrook (formerly Tilthe) and Tilt's Farm in  Boughton Mon-
chelsea (also 'TB:the in  times past) without any firm identification.
High Ti l t  lies south east of Milkhouse alias Cadaca Hrycg and may
well have been continuous with i t  so that the two dens came to be
regarded as one, which would account for the absence of the name
Tilgeseltha from the M.R. This,  however, i s  al l  speculation, and
further evidence must be awaited before certainty is arrived at. Such
evidence might be found in the Tithe Map, a great source of old field
names derived from very high antiquity.

MoNmazimmon.
This is the name of a den recorded by F. T h e  name should mean

"The nun's wood" but F. does not identify it and I  can do no better.
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DASHIVITYNDEN.
This occurs regularly in the manor rolls and is also reported by F.

who says it is in Biddenden. T h e  name is on the 6 inch map and the
estate lies about a quarter of a mile north of the Priory Wood already
discussed. I t  is therefore possible that it was originally part of Lewcell
alias Hlifgesella but was after a while separated in the M.R. for reasons
no longer apparent.
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